
Devils of Parma, Piacenza & Castro 

The House of Bourbon-Two Sicilies and House of Bourbon-Parma are Italian royalty and 
Templar military bloodlines as sovereigns of the Sacred Military Constantinian Order of 
Saint George (SMCOSG) which oversees the Jesuits. 

The Italian Bourbons are Knights of Malta and Rome's military hierarchy is the Sovereign 
Military Order of Malta, Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George, and the Society 
of Jesus or Jesuits.  

The Italian Bourbons are also the owners of the Boston crime family through the DiNunzios, 
Cuntrera-Caruana Mafia, and they are part owners of the Trafficante crime family and the 
Cuban Mafia.  

It was the Italian Bourbons, Boston crime family, and Jesuit Boston police commissioner 
William Evans working with the corrupt federal agencies that staged the Boston Marathon 
Bombings.  

The extremely evil YouTube shill Richie from Boston works for the Bourbon-Two Sicilies. 
Prince Carlo of Bourbon-Two Sicilies is the Sovereign head of the SMCOSG, Prince Pedro is 
the Grand Master of the SMCOSG, and Prince Carlos of Bourbon-Parma is the Sovereign 
head of the Parmese SMCOSG. The Bourbon-Two Siclies and Bourbon-Parma families are 
the continuation of the Farnese family which authorized the Jesuits through the papal bull 
called Regimini Militantis Ecclesiae (Military Regiment of the Church) under Pope Paul III or 
Alessandro Farnese. Elizabeth Farnese married the Bourbon King Philip V of Spain and that 
established the Bourbon-Two Sicilies and Bourbon-Parma families of Italy.  

The Farnese family were the Dukes of Castro, Parma, and Piacenza and Castro was given to 
the elder Bourbon-Two Sicilies and Parma and Piacenza were given to the younger 
Bourbon-Parmas.  

The Chigi family are the Princes of Farnese and the Chigis manage and oversee the Italian 
Bourbons. The Jesuits headquarters called the Gesu Church in Rome has the name 
Farnesivs engraved on it for the Farnese family.  

Larry Farnese is a member of the Pennsylvania Senate and a high-level political authority 
working under the Italian Bourbons.  

The Farnese family were a military bloodline and lived in a pentagonal fortress called the 
Farnese Caprarola.  

Jesuit alumni and professors dominate leadership positions in US military and intelligence.  

The Farnese fortress is the architectural basis for the US Pentagon.  

The Bourbon-Two Sicilies and Bourbon-Parma families have Jesuit agents infiltrated all over 
the US military and intelligence agencies.  

This is criminal and treasonous.  



Jesuit educated CIA Directors include Robert Gates, George Tenet, Leon Panetta, Michael 
Morell, David Petraeus and John Brennan.  

Former CIA Director James Clapper was a professor at Jesuit Georgetown. Robert Gates is 
still a very high-level authority over the CIA today.  

Jesuits are a Roman-Vatican intelligence agency that infiltrates politics, government, law, 
education, media, banking, and especially military in foreign nations.  

The Italian-American businessman Ray Dalio is worth 18 billion and is an agent of various 
Italian nobles including the Bourbon-Parmas. Ray Dalio's Bridgewater Associates investment 
firm manages 124 billion in assets. Ray Dalio's father was named Marino Dallolio a variant of 
Dell'Olio which derives from the town of Ponte dell'Olio which is located in Piacenza ruled by 
the Bourbon-Parmas the Dukes of Piacenza. 

The Italian Bourbon families are the owners of the Boston crime family also called the New 
England crime family through the DiNunzio family.  

The DiNunzios are involved in rigging professional sports, running prostitution rings, child 
trafficking, drug trafficking, extortion, and murder.  

The New England crime family works with the Zionist billionaire Robert Kraft who owns the 
New England Patriots. Robert Kraft has donated to two Jesuit colleges and has been 
arrested for involvement in a prostitution ring.  

They work with the Irish Mafia and they have infiltrated the New England Patriots and 
Boston Celtics.  

Anthony DiNunzio is a top member of the New England crime family. The New England 
crime family has a close alliance with the Gambino crime syndicate and they run 
prostitution rackets and work with strip clubs.  

Anthony's son is Louis Dinunzio and he is a ‘made’ man of the New England crime syndicate.  

The DiNunzios work with Stephen Pagliuca who is a co-owner of the Boston Celtics. Stephen 
Pagliuca worked for KPMG a service company based in the Netherlands.  

The House of Bourbon-Parma is currently married with the royal family of the Netherlands 
and are members of the Dutch royal family. They rig NBA games for mafia bets. They work 
closely with Larry Lucchino the former CEO and President of the Boston Red Sox.  

Count Pietro Pietro Lucchesi-Palli married Princess Beatrice of Bourbon-Parma and Larry 
Luchino is one of the Lucchesi-Palli's agents.  

The owner of the Patriots is the Zionist billionaire Robert Kraft who has made large 
donations to the Jesuit schools Boston College and College of the Holy Cross. Zionists and 
Romanists are working together.  

Robert Kraft was charged for soliciting prostitutes who were part of a large sex trafficking 
operation in Florida.  



The YouTube shill Richie from Boston works for the New England crime family and he is 
extremely disgusting, depraved, and evil.  

The Italian Bourbons are part owners of the Trafficante crime family of Florida and Cuba as 
well as part owners of the Cuban Mafia which have large operations in Florida. The Fanjul 
brothers are Cuban-American billionaire sugar merchants that traffic cocaine disguised as 
sugar.  

Alfonso Fanjul is worth about 8 billion and was Jesuit educated from Fordham.  

Under the Roman-Catholic CIA Director William Colby who was nicknamed the "Warrior 
Priest" the CIA employed Santo Trafficante Jr. with infiltrating Cuba and to help "assassinate 
Fidel Castro."  

The Trafficantes have owned several casinos in Cuba. The Castro family migrated to Cuba 
from Spain with origins as nobles from Castro, Italy and Castro, Spain.  

The Bourbon-Two Sicilies family are the Dukes of Castro and they manage the Cuban Castro 
family.  

The CIA was really assisting Fidel Castro in staying in power while pretending to be against 
him which is why the Castros have continued to rule there.  

The House of Bourbon-Parma married with the royal family of Luxembourg with Prince Felix 
of Bourbon-Parma as the husband of Grand Duchess Charlotte of Luxembourg.  

Prince Felix's grandson and current monarch of Luxembourg is Grand Duke Henri who is a 
Prince of Parma and the husband of Grand Duchess Maria Teresa who was born in Cuba 
and from the Batista family.  

The Batista family also ruled Cuba and they are agents of the House of Bourbon-Parma. 

 Prince Michel of Bourbon-Parma was Jesuit educated in Montreal and his family has 
residences in Florida. 

The Italian Bourbons are owners of the Cuntrera-Caruana Mafia clan of Sicily, Montreal, 
Aruba, and South America. Stefano Sollecito is a high-level boss of the Montreal crime family 
or the Rizzuto-Cuntrera-Caruana syndicate and Francesco del Balso is another high level 
Montreal gangster.  

The De Balsos owned a construction empire in New York City during the 1930's up to 1960. 
The Cuntrera-Caruanas are nicknamed the "Rothschilds of the Mafia" because of their 
banking networks and involvement with money laundering. They established money 
laundering operations in Switzerland, made deals with drug cartels in South America, and 
they established a headquarters in Aruba where they purchased various businesses for 
criminal fronts. 

Aruba is part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Cuntrera-Caruanas still have 
criminal operations there including child sex trafficking operations.  



The House of Bourbon-Parma is currently married with the royal family of the Netherlands 
which are the monarchs of Aruba.  

Prince Carlos the Duke of Parma, Prince Jamie the Count of Bardi, Princess Carolina the 
Marchioness of Sala, and Princess Margarita the Countess of Colorno are Bourbon-Parma 
Italian nobles and also members of the Dutch royal family through their mother Princess 
Irene of the Netherlands.  

Princess Carolina is married to Albert Brenninkmeijer.  

The Brenninkmeijers are a Dutch family worth tens-of-billions as owners of Coffra Group 
which is involved with retail, real estate, and financing.  

Prince Jamie of Bourbon-Parma was the Dutch Ambassador to the Holy See.  

The Cuntrera-Caruanas have a joint headquarters with the Rizzuto crime family known as 
the Montreal crime family which have drug trafficking networks with Venezuelan drug 
cartels and the Sinaloa drug cartel of Mexico.  

The Roman House of Ruspoli are the owners of the Rizzuto crime family and Prince Lilio 
Sforza Ruspoli has vacation resorts on the Venezuelan island of Margarita. The name 
Rizzuto refers to the poison called ricin which is produced from the Caruncle of the Castor 
Bean plant. Caruana refers to Caruncle.  

The Rizzutos established official residences in Venezuela. El Chapo the former boss of the 
Sinaloa Cartel and some corrupt Venezuelan government agents have been seen having 
meetings on the island of Margarita.  

Prince Lilio Sforza Ruspoli and Prince Francesco Ruspoli are members of the Grand 
Magistrate of the Italian Bourbon's Sacred Constantinian Military Order of Saint George and 
they own the Rizzuto crime family which has an alliance with the Italian Bourbon owned 
Cuntrera-Caruana Mafia.  

The MMA fighter Georges St-Pierre is a ruthless mafia enforcer and friend of the Canadian 
gangster Jimmy Cournoyer who works with the Rizzutos and Cuntrera-Caruanas.  

Jamie Caruana is a Spanish banker, former Governor of the Bank of Spain, former General 
Manager of the Bank for International Settlements, and current member of the Group of 
Thirty.  

Jaime Caruana is a Bourbon banking agent, money launderer, and criminal financier.  

Carl von Rothschild of the Rothschild Naples branch was a banker and knight under the 
House of Bourbon-Two Sicilies.  

A piggish female gang stalker named Susan Grenier works for the House of Bourbon-Two 
Sicilies and she sacrificed and cannibalized her husband.  

Susan Grenier is a disgusting and blasphemous pig which is the theme for the Bourbons. 
Bourbon like boar. Susan Grenier is an abomination of pure evil and is getting increasingly 
more evil. 



Prince Carlo is the uncle of Prince Jean Christophe Napoleon Bonaparte who is the Vice 
President of the Royal Deputation of the SMCOSG.  

John Viola is a Fordham Jesuit educated US Delegate for the Sacred Military Constantinian 
Order of Saint George in the United States and has been the President of the National 
Italian American Foundation. His father is Vincent Viola a billionaire and mafia associate who 
is also a Knight of the SMCOSG.  

Prince Pedro of Bourbon-Two Sicilies the Duke of Calabria is the President of the Council of 
the Spanish Military Orders of Santiago, Calatrava, Alcantara and Montesa and he is the link 
between the Italian Bourbons and the Spanish Bourbons which rule today as monarchs of 
Spain.  

The Spanish Orders of Calavtrava and Montesa are continuations of the Knights Templar of 
Spain and the Bourbon's Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George are 
continuations of the Italian Templars. The Knights Templar use the Red Cross of Saint 
George. Prince Pedro the Duke of Calabria is an owner of some Ndrangheta mafia clans 
which are based in Calabria.  

The House of Bourbon-Two Sicilies have some shares in the banking conglomerate Intesa 
Sanpaolo which has over 700 billion in assets and has bought up dozens of old Italian banks.  

The Templars were mercenaries and bankers.  

It was Pope Innocent II or Gregorio Papareschi who issued the Templars through the papal 
bull Omne Datum Optimum.  

The Papareschi family established the Paparoni family which merged to become the 
Cerretani-Bandinelli-Paparoni family.  

Count Lando Cerretani-Bandinelli-Paparoni is a current member of the Sacred Military 
Constantinian Order of Saint George.  

The Paparonis are part managers of the Boston crime family with the Patriarcas which have 
been top bosses of this mafia. Papa like Patriarch which both refer to the word father. The 
Cerretani-Bandinelli-Paparoni family are also part owners of the Papalias of Toronto.  

Prince Salvatore Caputo is an agent of the Italian royals including the House of Bourbon-
Two Sicilies and he has residences in Italy, United States, and Toronto where his company 
Caputo International was founded.  

His ancestor Don Giovan Battista Caputo was a military commander for the Kingdom of 
Two-Sicilies.  

The Papalias, Musitanos, and Luppinos are Italian Ndrangheta crime families based in 
Ontario and Toronto and they are owned by the Cerretani-Bandinelli-Paparonis, Crencenzi-
Ottobani-Serlupis, and Caputos.  

Prince Domenico Crenscenzi-Ottobani-Serlupi is a top officer of the Commission of the 
Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George of Tuscany.  



The name Luppino refers to Lupo which means wolf. The Crenscenzi family have a wolf on 
their coat of arms. The Crenscenzi family are owners of the Luppino crime family and are 
top commanders of the SMCOSG.  

The Roman Catholic Justin Trudeau is the current prime minister of Canada and an agent of 
the House of Bourbon-Two Sicilies which are the Dukes of Castro.  

Justin Trudeau went to College Jean-de-Brebeuf a former Jesuit school. The Trudeaus have 
a close relationship with the Castros of Cuba and some believe Justin Trudeau is the 
illegitimate son of Fidel Castro. 

Prince Carlo of Bourbon-Two Sicilies and his family visited Donald Trump and at his Mar-a-
Lago resort in Florida.  

Donald Trump was Jesuit educated at Fordham and Ivanka Trump and Eric Trump were 
Jesuit educated at Georgetown.  

Bill Clinton was Jesuit educated at Georgetown.  

The pedophile and former Vice President Joe Biden has two honorary degrees from Jesuit 
colleges and he is an agent of the Italian Bourbons.  

Many military leaders are Jesuit educated and through Jesuit infiltration the Bourbon-Two 
Sicilies oversee GITMO in Cuba which they use for torturing people to extract adrenochrome 
and filled blood.  

A psychotic and arrogant military gang stalker named Adam Ross Hoyt worked at GITMO 
torturing prisoners and he is an agent of the Italian Bourbons.  

Adam Hoyt is the most insolent creature on the planet. There is no greater arrogance than 
his and his stupidity almost matches his level of arrogance. Adam Hoyt is a major sadist that 
wants society enslaved so he can rape, murder, and cannibalize women and children and he 
was initiated into this evil at GITMO.  

Adam Ross Hoyt is the most insolent creature on the planet. He is the essence of insolence.  

Prince Michael of Kent of the House of Windsor and the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge 
of England is a Knight of Bourbon-Two Sicilies.  

Anthony Bailey of England whose family currently run the Bank of England is a high level 
Knight of the SMCOG. The body builder and psychopath Eddie Hall is a bodyguard for the 
Bourbon-Two Sicilies.  

The mercenary executive Erik Prince who founded Blackwater referred to himself as a 
Christian Crusader just as the Bourbon's SMCOSG is the continuation of the Italian Knights 
Templar.  

Erik Prince was born in Holland, Michigan named after Holland in the Netherlands just as 
the Bourbon-Parmas are members of the royal family of the Netherlands. Erik Prince is a 
covert Knight of the Parmese Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George and today 
he runs the mercenary company Frontier Services.  



Giovanni Ferrero is an Italian billionaire worth 22 billion and he is an agent of the Italian 
Bourbons and a criminal financier of Jesuits.  

Members of the Bourbon-Two Sicilies family include Prince Carlo the Duke of Castro, 
Princess Camilla, Princess Beatrice, Prince Antoine, Prince Francois, Prince Casimiro, Prince 
Luigi Alfonso Maria, Prince Alessandro Enrico Maria, Prince Gennaro, Princess Maria 
Annunziata, Prince Adrian Philip, Prince Gregory, Princess Carrie, Prince Christian Peter, 
Prince Raymond, Prince Pedro the Duke of Calabria, and Prince Jaime the Duke of Noto. 

Members of the Bourbon-Parma family include Prince Carlos the Duke of Parma, Prince 
Jaime the Count of Bardi, Princess Carolina the Marchioness of Sala, Princess Margarita the 
Countess of Colorno, Prince Sixtus Henry, the recently deceased Prince Michel, Prince Erik, 
Princess Sybil, Prince Charles-Emmanuel, and Prince Amaury.  

The Bourbon-Two Sicilies and Bourbon-Parma families are very large royal bloodlines and 
members have residences in Italy, France, Switzerland, Netherlands, Africa, Brazil, as well as 
the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and the United States. 

Prince Carlo of Bourbon-Two Sicilies and his wife Princess Camilla of Bourbon-Two Sicilies.  

The Duke of Castro has residences in Italy as well as in Monaco and him and his wife are 
mass murderers of children.  

Princess Camilla is a ruthless witch involved with sacrificing children.  

Prince Carlo is the head of the Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George and an 
owner of the New England crime family, Cuntrera-Caruana mafia clan, Trafficante crime 
family, and Cuban Mafia.  

Prince Carlo is an extremely evil tyrant and he has prostituted his own daughters including 
prostituting them to the Belgian royal family and other nobles.  

Prince Carlo has initiated his older daughter into cannibalism and is still prostituting his 
youngest daughter.  

Prince Carlo has the bodybuilder Eddie Hall operating like a bodyguard and managing an 
army of gang stalkers who defend him.  

This devil needs to be scraped out of existence. 

http://constantinianorderusa.org/grand-master 

The Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George and the Royal Order of Francis I 

Grand Master 



H.R.H. Prince Carlo of Bourbon Two Sicilies, Duke of Castro 
 

 
 

 


